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About the sample:
138 members responded to our survey, representing
5,967 charity shops.
Not all members were able to answer all survey
questions; therefore, different sub-samples are
used throughout the report, as indicated on
each chart/table. Percentages in charts and
tables may not add up to 100 per cent as
they are rounded.

Charity retail chain size categories:
Charities are divided as follows for analysis:
Very small charities - those with one to ten shops;
Small charities - those operating 11 to 20 shops;
Medium charities - those operating 21 to 100 shops;
Large charities - those operating 101 to 300 shops; and

Very large charities - more than 300 shops.

Thank you to all members who participated in this survey,
without you, these reports are not possible.
If you have any questions or to provide feedback, please get in touch with:
Olaia Alamos Castresana, Research Manager - olaia@charityretail.org.uk

Online selling 2018: executive summary

55% of our charity members sell online.
Top 3 reasons for selling online:
1. Achieve a higher selling price for unusual/high-value goods.
2. Increase customer reach.
3. Increase brand awareness.

71%

of respondents not selling online either intend to do so
in the next year or are considering it.

Top 3 reasons for not selling online:
1. Other challenges faced are a higher priority.
2. Lack of skills.
3. Lack of funds.

97% of respondents sell on eBay,
31% through Amazon; and
40% have their own online shop.
2 in 3 respondents sell through multiple websites; and
the vast majority of them use third-party websites to sell donated goods.
The majority of respondents manage their online retail operation centrally
and fulfil online orders in-house.
Top 3 challenges faced by respondents' online retail operation:
1. Shortage of paid staff/volunteers in online selling roles.
2. Engaging shop teams to send the right items.
3. Authenticity and quality control – spotting counterfeits.

Just over half of respondents provide specific training on online selling
to paid staff and/or volunteers.
Despite its continued growth, online sales still represent a small
proportion of total sales (0.05‑15.4% for respondents).
Return rate:

0-33% for donated goods (median: 2.2%)
 0-5% for bought-in goods (median: 0.4%)


67% of respondents are reaching customers overseas.
89% of respondents expect their online sales to grow in 2018/19.
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1. Online presence of our members
In October 2018, when this research was conducted,
381 UK charity retailers, representing over 8,700
charity shops, were our members*. We estimate that
55 per cent of them sell online through different
websites such as their own charity website, eBay,
Amazon, AbeBooks, Discogs, or Depop.
UK members selling online
Very small

54%

Small

73%

Medium

79%

Large

70%

Very large
Total

invest in the online operation were the most cited
reasons for our members not to participate in this
large and growing market.
“We know there is profit but simply do not have
capacity”, very small charity.
“We should be selling online but have no idea how
to get started, how to allocate sales to specific shops,
how to manage the fulfilment and whether we should
employ specific staff to do it”, very small charity.

100%
55%

Sample: 381 charities (VS= 249, S= 65, M= 51, L=10, VL= six)
* We currently have 392 members, representing 8,860 charity shops.

Reasons for not selling online
Despite the continuing overall growth of online
sales, as reported by the Charity Shops Survey
2018, there is still a significant number of charity
retailers yet to try selling online. 66 members,
representing 1,027 charity shops, told us why they
are not currently selling online. Dealing with
other priorities, lack of skills, and lack of funds to

“All of our shops trade in large stock quantities.
We find it much more beneficial to have volunteers
dedicated to the cause than dedicated to online skills.
They will push for the best price in the shops. We use
eBay for knowledge, price it in the shop and it goes”,
very small charity.
“We are looking to sell online but are currently
under‑resourced to be able to effectively and sustainably
grow this area. I want to have strong plans for resourcing
all that selling online requires before we start, so that we
don’t lose customers or look unprofessional”,
very small charity.

Reasons for not selling online
We are facing other challenges that are seen as a higher priority than selling online

45%

Lack of skills

44%

Lack of funds to invest in the online operation

33%

Lack of necessary technology (e.g., IT equipment, internet in shops)

27%

Logistics: “it is too difficult to fulfil online orders”

27%

We have closed our online shop or no longer sell online

21%

We do not think it will be profitable enough

21%

We do not know how to get started selling online, where we need to go and/or how to get there

17%

No success encouraging shop staff/volunteers to support our online operation

15%

Currently looking into it; we intend to start selling online shortly
Other
The Board is not convinced of the opportunity

11%
6%
3%

% of respondents. Sample: 66 charities, representing 1,027 shops (very small= 51, small= five, medium= eight, large= two).
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14 members have either closed their online shop
or decided to no longer sell online. Eight of them
mentioned that it proved to be unprofitable. A
smaller charity explained: “The level of return
did not justify the costs and effort”. Other smaller
members told us that they no longer sell online due
to lack of staff resources and/or in-house expertise.
Do you intend to start or return to selling online
in the next 12 months?
Own website

12%

eBay
Amazon

30%

3%
6%

Facebook
8% 6%
marketplace
Gumtree

3%2%

Etsy 5%
Yes

Considering

88 per cent of respondents turned to online
marketplaces to achieve the highest selling price
possible for unusual and high-value items. Many
members are finding that they can get greater
value online particularly for rare books, antique
collectables and vintage items than selling this
donated stock through their physical shops.
The great majority of respondents (81 per cent)
also choose to sell online to expand their market
reach and grow their customer base; and two
in three respondents currently sell to overseas
customers. This shows that our members are
striving to maximise the value of donations by
reaching customers who are looking for specific
items as they may pay more than a local person
walking into the shop off the street.

24%
36%

Reasons for selling online
72 members, representing 4,940 charity shops,
told us why they decided to start selling online.

No

I don't know

Sample: 66 charities (very small= 51, small= five,
medium= eight, large= two).

Moreover, most respondents said that they chose
to build their online presence to promote brand
awareness.

71 per cent of participants who are not currently
selling online either intend to do so in the next
year (26 respondents) or are considering it (45
members); with eBay being the most popular
choice.

Online marketplaces
Only 21 per cent of members have been trading
online for less than a year, and 51 per cent of
respondents have been selling online for four or
more years.

“We are going to start in 10 days' time and run it out
over the next 3 months. We have had no-one with the
right skills until now”, very small charity.

Two in three participants sell through multiple
websites, and the online marketplace most
commonly used by our members is eBay, with 97
per cent of respondents currently selling through
this website. The second most used online
marketplace is the charity’s own website; used by
40 per cent of respondents. Amazon is in third

“We are in the process of trying to get on eBay, we are
aware [that] this is profitable and it has been on high
priority for a while”, very small charity.
Reasons for selling online

To achieve a higher selling price for unusual / high-value goods

88%

To expand our customer reach

81%

To increase brand awareness

44%

Because it costs less to start selling online than to open a physical charity shop

24%

Because it allows us to track our selling activity (e.g., where a customer came
from, what they purchased, etc.), which provides key information to our business
Other
A volunteer offered us the service

13%
10%
4%

% of respondents. Sample: 72 charities, representing 4,940 shops (very small= 34, small= ten, medium= 18, large= four, very large= six).
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place, used by one in three participants. This is
consistent with 2011’s survey results.

On how many websites do you sell?
8% 3%

One website
Two websites

36%
25%

Three websites
Four websites
Five websites

28%

Sample: 72 charities, representing 4,940 shops.

Which marketplace do you use to sell online?
Own website

40%

eBay

97%

Amazon

31%

AbeBooks

6%

Etsy

4%

Facebook marketplace

“We have a ‘Facebook Selling’ page but no money is
transacted over Facebook. People comment on the
item and then we arrange for them to collect, pay in
the shop or pay our driver if a large item [is] being
delivered. This works for us as [we have] no returns
and [it] stays local”, very small charity.

10%

Depop

1%

Discogs

3%

Schpock

4%

Other marketplaces such as Etsy which facilitates
the sale of hand-crafted and vintage items, the
music marketplace Discogs, the clothing resale
app Depop and the boot sale app Shopck seem to
be under-explored by respondents.

Other site Sample
18%
% of respondents.
as above.

How long have you been selling online?
11%

Less than one year

21%

13%

1-3 years
4-6 years
7-10 years

28%

27%

More than 10 years

Sample: 71 charities, representing 4,921 shops.

Years selling through each marketplace
Own website 7%
eBay
Amazon
AbeBooks
Etsy
Facebook marketplace

46%
28%

14%

28%
41%

25%

Sample as above.

11% 11%

25%

12% 9%
9% 5%

50%

50%

50%

57%

29%

14%

We also asked our members about their
experience as customers of these websites
(including the support received when things go
wrong). 18 members, representing 2,124 charity
shops rated Amazon’s seller support, and over half
of them considered it either excellent or good.
However, three respondents, representing 1,350
charity shops, gave it poor rating. A medium
charity commented on the issues they have
encountered in this marketplace:
“Amazon’s verification process is a stressful and
drawn out affair and any changes [are] difficult to
make without re‑verification and potential temporary
suspension.”

100%
50%

Schpock
Other site

25%

32%

25%

Depop
Discogs

This year, for the first time, we also asked
members about the use of other websites to sell
online. Overall, our survey respondents are new to
other online marketplaces, excluding AbeBooks.
Ten per cent of participants use Facebook
marketplace to promote donated stock and sell it
locally; but the majority of them just started doing
so in the last year. Facebook marketplace does not
have a built-in payment mechanism, so buyers use
Messenger to ask the seller questions about the
item, negotiate the price, and arrange the pick-up
or delivery location.

50%
100%

50%

50%

Less than one year
1-3 years
4-6 years
7-10 years
More than 10 years

56 charities, representing 4,315 shops, rated eBay’s
seller support, and three out of four respondents
considered it either excellent or good. In contrast,
a couple of members made remarks about eBay’s
protection schemes not working in sellers’ favour:
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“eBay is an excellent trading platform hence why
we don’t consider anything else. We have no ends
of issues though, if things go wrong there is no-one
to contact personally, harsh decisions [are] made
against sellers”, medium charity.
“eBay’s policies are not supportive as a seller. Usually,
they will find in the buyers’ favour 100 per cent of the
time; which can be tricky and unfortunately leave
marks against your account for up to 12 months”,
very small charity.
The majority of respondents either agreed or
strongly agreed, that eBay, Amazon and other
online marketplaces are easy to use as a seller.
Items sold online
Only one member sells donated goods through
its own website. By contrast, the majority of
respondents sell donated goods through Amazon,
and all respondents trading on eBay and other
marketplaces sell donated stock.
Type of items sold, by website
100%

100%

37%

26%

4%

Own website

eBay

Donated goods

100%

77%

Although donated furniture is mainly sold through
eBay, one medium charity and a very large charity
also mentioned that they are increasingly selling it
on Gumtree.
Three members sell their vintage stock on Etsy,
which requires the vintage goods offered to be at
least 20 years old.
What type of donated goods do you sell on
eBay?
Vintage, antiques, collectables

100%

Clothing, footwear, accessories

84%

Home and ornaments

83%

Music and entertainment

77%

Jewellery, watches

77%

Photography

69%

Books

66%

Electrical goods

63%

Furniture

53%

Other donated goods

9%

       % of respondents
Sample: 70 charities, representing 4,892 shops.

27%

Amazon

Other
marketplaces

Bought-in goods

Virtual gifts

Sample (# charities): own website= 27, eBay= 70, Amazon= 22, other= 22.

Our members, independent of their size, use
eBay to sell a great variety of donated goods for
clothing and furnishing (more than 80 per cent of
respondents). The majority of respondents (60-70
per cent) also sell donated cameras, books, and
music, and just over half of them offer second
hand furniture through this online marketplace.
All respondents trading on Amazon sell
donated books, over half of them sell music and
entertainment (e.g., DVDs and video games) and
only two members said they also sell photographic
items.
Respondents using AbeBooks focus on selling
donated books, but it is also possible to sell fine
art and collectables (e.g., prints, posters, vintage
SPONSORED BY:

photographs, etc.) through this website.

Online selling software and platforms
Selling on one online marketplace is challenging
enough; add multiple marketplaces and
maybe your own online store into the mix and
managing the online retail operation becomes
very complex. There is a variety of online selling
software available to make selling on multiple
channels as streamlined as possible. However,
two in three respondents are selling on multiple
channels without software (sample: 46 charities,
representing, 4,472 shops). In this report we look
at the different software used by our members and
their experience using it.
The three members using Monsoon Commerce
gave positive feedback about it. This software
helps retailers to sell across multiple online
marketplaces (including Amazon and eBay)
by providing business functionalities such as
multi-marketplace listing, pricing and order
management:
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“Monsoon is easy to use once it’s understood.
Customer service is good once they are around after
3pm”, very small charity.
“We use Monsoon for Amazon listings, it is stress free
and simple to use; volunteers can be actively listing
after a short training session”, medium charity.
“Monsoon Commerce [is] currently used by a small
number (<10) of our shops to list low value books
at volume on Amazon and other marketplaces such
as eBay. Profitability of this is lower than selling via
other routes but it allows us to realise some value out
of books which [...] would otherwise be collected as
waste”, very large charity.

2. The online retail operation
57 charities, representing 4,814 shops, told us how
their online operation is managed.
How is your online operation managed?
32
15
1

15

12

10

9
2

1

Own website

eBay

Amazon

Our online operation is centrally managed, but

Our online operation is centrally managed, but

individual
shops
areare
credited
individual
shops
creditedforforthe
theincome
incomegenerated
generated
fromfrom
the the
items
provided
items
provided
Ouronline
onlineoperation
operation is centrally
centrally managed,
Our
managed,and
andwewedo

not credit
credit individual
individual shops
generated
do not
shopsfor
forthe
theincome
income
generated

One medium charity highly recommended
Linnworks; a multi-channel order management
and stock control software package designed to
automate core processes for online sellers.
Two members commented on the software used
to manage their listings: a very large charity uses
Ad-Lister, an eBay listing software, and a smaller
charity uses ScanLister, which facilitates bulk
listing for Amazon sellers.
Magento and Shopify are online platforms used by
some members to develop their own online stores
dedicated to selling bought-in goods. The feedback
received about them is positive:
“We use the Magento platform for selling new goods;
which is a good piece of software as it allows us to
multi-sell across channels”, very large charity.
“Magento [is an] e-commerce website platform with
good security, functionality, and extensibility”,
very large charity.
“[We use] Shopify for our own online shop. [It is a]
great off the shelf system, easy to use and navigate
and [it has] excellent reporting tools”,
medium charity.
“We find this software [Shopify] very easy to use and
at a reasonable price”, large charity.

Each shop has the autonomy to list items / manage

Each shop has the autonomy to list items / manage

theirtheir
online
sales
online
sales

Sample (#charities / #shops): own website: 17 / 3,969; eBay: 53 / 4,760;
Amazon: 19 / 2,713. Note: five members out of 57 respondents use a
combination of approaches; i.e., have a centralised operation and in
addition, some of their shops also sell online individually.

The majority of respondents have established a
central operation to manage their online sales.
Managing listings centrally makes it easier to
control content quality and branding, and it helps
to develop the expertise to maximise the sales
value of donated items within the team. Members
trading online in large volumes also reported cost
advantages in managing their online operation
centrally. Moreover, some respondents mentioned
that this way, the customer service provided is
more consistent.
“[Our online retail operation is] centrally managed
under one manager, [and] operated from our
distribution centre meaning we have more space to
list and store items”, very small charity.
“[Our online operation is] centrally controlled to keep
consistency of listing”, very small charity.
“[Managing our online operation centrally means]
easier processes for the shops”, small charity.
“[Our] eBay account [is] managed centrally with
consistent customer service”, medium charity.
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“[Managing our online operation centrally it is]
easier to value items and process listings”,
medium charity.
“[By centrally managing our online operation it is]
less likely to list fake or substandard goods”,
medium charity.
“[Benefits of centrally managing our online operation
include:] economies of scale regarding postage
despatch costs. Specialist knowledge and experience
[is gained] within the team of dealing with different
items and maximising value for these”,
very large charity.
As members explained, one of the main challenges
of managing their online operation centrally lies
in encouraging managers to send the right stock.
Respondents who credit individual shops for the
income generated said that this approach has
proved successful in achieving buy‑in from their
shop teams. However, a number of members,
ranging in retail chain size, also highlighted that
tracking sales and ensuring that individual shops
are credited back for the items provided can result
in a lengthy and complex process. One of our
medium members defined it as ‘cumbersome’.
“[Crediting shops] encourages items to be sent and
more expertise is used centrally”, small charity.
“[The benefit of crediting shops is that] shops have
[an] incentive to send in items; [but] if shops are
busy we can receive less items for eBay”,
medium charity.
“It gets the shops ‘buy‑in’ if they can see the money on
their bottom line”, medium charity.
“[Crediting shops] encourages them to submit
high‑value items so we can maximise charity income”,
large charity.
“Shops being credited for the stock they send is a must
in attracting quality items”, very large charity.
“[By crediting them,] shops buy into the process and
are more likely to send higher price point products”,
very large charity.

Another challenge encountered by many members
who manage their online retail operation centrally
is dealing with the large volume of stock received
that is unsellable online. As members explained,
training and reminding shop teams about what
sells online is essential to address this matter.
“Constant re-education [is] needed on what to send
us for listing”, very small charity.
“Not all items are suitable for listing but shops don’t
understand that”, medium charity.
Other challenge reported by members with 21
or more shops with a central operation was the
logistics (including cost) of stock transportation.
Members who prefer to provide their shops with
the autonomy to list items individually said that
this way, staff remain engaged and items are listed
quicker. Moreover, they highlighted the fact that
the stock is not transported back and forth is not
only cost saving, but also reducing the risk of
items being damaged.
“[The benefits of giving shops the autonomy to list
goods are:] the items are listed quicker, [they are] less
likely to be damaged. All shops are credited with the
income that can boost morale”, very small charity.
“[Allowing shops to list items individually] avoids
moving stock to a central location, thereby removing
logistics, storage and staff costs associated with [a]
centralised operation”, large charity.
“[Letting shops to list items is] motivational for shop
teams who can realise incremental sales for their
shops from the stock they receive and the time spent
preparing it and listing it for sale online. [Having a]
decentralised model keeps costs lower. [The] huge
variety of stock listed keeps the customer offer fresh
and unique rather than ‘cherry picked’ centrally”,
very large charity.
Challenges associated with giving shops the
autonomy to decide what to sell online included:
having the space to store and photograph the
items, maintaining quality and consistency of
listings, and providing a consistent customer
service.
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“Setting up individual shop eBay and PayPal is time
consuming, and those individual sites does not easily
allow HQ to check that the quality of the listings
and communications are in line with the standard
expected”, large charity.
“[The challenges associated with giving our shops the
autonomy to list items are:] maintaining quality and
consistency of listings; pricing consistency across all
categories; enforcing customer service standards such
as despatch times. [It is a] complex model to manage
and administer. [E.g.,] communications to shop teams
around things like promotions”, very large charity.
Order fulfilment
62 members, representing 4,888 charity shops,
told us about their order fulfilment model.
How do you handle order fulfilment?
54

16

15
6

2 1 2

Own website

1 2 1 3

eBay

1 1 1 2 1

Amazon

4 3

Other
marketplace

In-house fulfilment
Outsourced fulfilment
Drop shipping
Combination of in-house and outsourced fulfilment
Combination of in-house fulfilment and drop shipping
Combination of outsourced fulfilment and drop shipping

# number of charities. Sample (#charities / #shops): own website: 27 /
4,144; eBay: 61 / 4,843; Amazon: 21 / 2,758; other marketplace: seven / 703.

The majority of respondents manage online
orders in‑house. ‘Control’ is the main benefit
of this model; but managing this side of the
business also requires having the time, space
and right processes and systems in place to do
it cost‑efficiently. A few members complement
this order fulfilment method with outsourced
fulfilment (also known as third-party fulfilment)
or the use of drop shipping suppliers who deliver
the goods directly to customers when ordered.
Examples of fulfilment not done in‑house were:
sales of bought‑in goods such as Christmas cards;
and sales through the local auction house where
items are sold in their physical sale room and
handled directly to the winning bidders once paid.
SPONSORED BY:

Selling internationally
Two in three respondents are reaching customers
overseas.
Do you sell only in the UK or internationally?

33%

UK only
Europe

59%
8%

Worldwide

Sample: 63 charities, representing 4,877 shops.

Biggest challenges faced by our
members’ online retail operation over
the last two years
Online marketplaces present as many challenges
as opportunities. 60 members, representing 4,826
charity shops, told us about the biggest challenges
faced by their online retail operation over the
last two years. Two of the biggest challenges most
commonly mentioned by our survey respondents
were the shortage of paid staff and/or volunteers
in online selling roles (reported by 72 per cent
of participants), and engaging/motivating shops
to send the right goods (cited by 62 per cent
of respondents). Other significant challenges
faced by respondents in the last 24 months were
related to logistics of their online operation and
to providing a positive and seamless customer
experience across all marketplaces and channels.
The next table summarises these challenges
and provides examples of how our survey
respondents are dealing with them.
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Biggest challenges faced by our members’ online retail operation over the last two years and
ways to deal with them
Challenge faced

Shortage of paid staff/
volunteers in online
selling roles

Engaging/motivating our
charity shops to send the
right goods

Authenticity and quality
control – spotting
counterfeits

% of
charities

Ways to deal with this challenge

(This list is illustrative but not exhaustive, and based on examples shared by members)

72%

• Ongoing advertising of specific online selling roles for volunteers; e.g.,
listing, photography, and packing.
• Invest in additional paid hours in shops specifically to grow online sales.

62%

• Train shop teams on what sells online and explain them the benefits.
• Introduce shop buddying support.
• Provide regular feedback to shop teams on sales (e.g., performance reports,
league tables) and the items submitted that are unsuitable. Tell shops to focus
on quality rather quantity (e.g., a larger member estimated that an average
standard shop may find three or four high‑value/unusual items a week).
Also, set a minimum value for the items to be eligible for listing (e.g., the
median average transaction value for eBay is £30, based on a sample of eight
charities, representing 1,316 shops).
• Credit shops for the income generated from the items provided.
• Share success e.g., in team meetings, the charity’s newsletter, social media.

53%

• Use the guidelines and forums available in the online marketplace, search
online, and/or use third party experts to check authenticity.
• Ongoing training on spotting counterfeits and reminding staff to be vigilant.
• Have a strict policy about not selling counterfeits online and in shops.

Driving/increasing traffic
to our online shop/
listings

52%

Having the space to store
the stock that is sold
online

50%

Developing in-house
expertise on what sells
online and which online
marketplaces/platforms
are right for us

47%

Ensuring consistent
branding and content
quality on listings

35%

Getting the listings
right to grow sales –
good descriptions and
photography (quantity
and quality)

33%

• Use the physical shops to promote that the charity also sells online; e.g., put
posters on shops’ windows, display items in shops that can only be purchased
by bidding online, etc.
• Use social media platforms to promote the listings and attract customers
(some members are equipping shops to use social media for promotion).
• Achieve good seller rating and customer reviews through quality of service.
• Work closely with the charity’s marketing team to improve visibility /
employ an online marketing manager or similar.
• Influence the senior leadership team to invest appropriately in marketing to
acquire and retain customers to the charity’s online shop.
• Develop solutions for shops to be able to dedicate an area to online sales in
the stockroom.
• Expand the warehouse area dedicated to online stock.
Note: members also said that the cost of storage is a significant challenge.
• Employ staff with specialist product knowledge/skills.
• Ongoing training to paid staff/volunteers on what sells online and where.
• Provide regular feedback to shop teams on the suitability of the items
submitted, and on what other shops are selling online (e.g., display 'monthly
top sellers' posters in staff areas).
• Provide written guidelines (e.g., one‑page printouts for sorting staff
detailing the process to search how much an item is worth).
• Provide ongoing training to the team on content quality and branding.
• Produce guidelines on agreed standards (including listing templates;
photography tips)
• Have paid staff/volunteers exclusively dedicated to research/photograph/
upload the item to the relevant website.
• Develop agreed standards and listing guidelines, and train staff accordingly.
• Have staff in online selling roles responsible for the listings and/or only
allow Shop Managers to list items.
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Biggest challenges faced by our members’ online retail operation over the last two years and
ways to deal with them (continuation)
Challenge faced

% of
charities

Making the online retail
operation cost-effective

30%

Ensuring that shops get
credit when their items
are sold online

25%

Limited funding to invest
in the online operation
due to other challenges
being a higher priority

23%

Converting website
visitors into customers

17%

Improving the customer
experience when
accessing our listings
through different devices
(PC, laptops, tablet,
mobile)

Developing a successful
and competitive order
fulfilment process
(delivering quickly
enough)

Improving our return
rate

Ways to deal with this challenge

(This list is illustrative but not exhaustive, and based on examples shared by members)
• Regularly review the costs of the online retail operation and look at ways
to reduce them; e.g., offer collection from the warehouse, source cheaper
packaging, find bulk postage discounts, etc.
• Regularly review the profitability of the online retail operation and invest to
drive up sales of more profitable categories.
• Set a minimum price the charity is willing to accept for items sold online,
and do not list items that will not be sold for at least that price.
• Use SKU (Stock‑Keeping Unit) values to track items and sales data.
• Work closely with the finance team to ensure accurate sales reporting.
Note: members’ comments highlighted the challenge of crediting shops in
real time; there is usually a gap of a few weeks before shops see the sale in
their profit and loss statement. The fact that it is a ‘delayed sale’ can be a
barrier to some stock being sent.
• Make the best use of available resources.
• Develop a strategic plan based on priorities and the quickest gains to scale
up the online retail operation.
• Shift focus to selling virtual products, which do not present the same
challenges as physical products.
• Increase the range of goods offered online;
• Improve items’ description and the quality of the imagery;
• Regularly monitor and respond to customer feedback;
• Members with their own online store, use website analytics to better
understand conversion rates across customer journeys, and apply the
knowledge to improve their site for a greater online experience.

12%

• Use the tools provided by the relevant websites and/or invest in technical
enhancements for their own online store, to provide a consistent customer
experience through different devices. Particularly, the mobile customer
journey is a top priority for these members.
• Explore in-store touchscreens linked to the charity’s eBay shop, to enhance
customers’ shopping experience.

12%

• Put in place systems that keep fulfilment quick and efficient; e.g.:
-- Using a SKU (Stock‑Keeping Unit) identifier with items to ensure they can
be processed accurately both in‑house and by a third‑party fulfilment house;
-Ensuring
that the packing stations are well‑arranged and adequately
stocked for a fast product despatch;
-Training
paid staff/volunteers on product packaging standards and ensuring
that they are familiar with the layout of the warehouse/packing areas.
-Doing
an in‑depth review of the warehouse/packing stations/packaging
to identify areas for improvement and find solutions that maximise the
efficiency of the operation.

5%

• Write complete concise descriptions, add high-quality/resolution imagery,
and be honest about the item’s condition.
• Rigorously test electrical and electronic items prior to listing.
• Respond to buyers’ messages quickly.
• Regularly review high return categories to identify and address issues.

Sample: 60 charities, representing 4,826 shops (very small= 24, small= ten, medium= 16, large= four, very large= six).
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3. Online sales
The Charity Shops Survey published in early
October reported that for charities who responded
to both the 2017 and 2018 surveys, overall
income from online sales was up by two per
cent year‑on‑year (sales through charities’ own
websites decreased by almost a third, whilst
sales through third-party websites rose by 18
per cent). This fits the rest of the retail sector,
which continues to grow its online sales steadily
(according to the KPMG‑BRC Retail Sales Monitor
over the 12 months to March 2018, online
non‑food sales grew 7.8 per cent, and since then,
they have continued to perform well). Despite this
growth, our survey shows that online sales still
represent a small proportion of the total charity
retail sales. In the last financial year (2017/18), the
proportion of online sales out of the total sales for
the individual respondents ranged from 0.05 per
cent, reported by a small charity, to 15.40 per cent,
also reported by a small charity; and the median
figure for the sample was 2.05 per cent. (Note:
for the purpose of our report, total sales include
in‑store and online sales, and exclude income from
rag and Gift Aid tax reclaims. In this section, we only
report on online sales that are part of charity shops’
operating model; so online sales are excluded if they
derive from a standalone retail entity.)
Proportion of online sales out of the total sales
for the individual respondents
Retail chain size

Very small
Small
Medium
Large
Very large
Sample total

Min

Max

Median

0.5%
0.05%
0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
0.05%

13.8%
15.4%
7.2%
4.2%
6.6%
15.40%

4.2%
0.6%
2.0%
1.0%
3.0%
2.16%

Sample: 52 charities, representing 4,682 shops (very small= 15, small=
ten, medium= 16, large= six, very large= five). Note: data from the Charity
Shops Survey 2018 has been used in the calculation.

We also looked at the importance of bought‑in
goods and virtual gifts as components in the total
online sales; and we found that for the majority of
respondents, sales in these categories are a small
minority of the online trading they do. The next
table shows the average make-up of online sales
(across all websites) for a sample of 55 members,
SPONSORED BY:

representing 3,609 charity shops. The analysis
includes charities that do not sell all the categories
reported (e.g., it includes the responses of 38
participants who just sell donated goods, and only
eight members in the sample sell virtual gifts).
Average composition of online sales (across all
websites)
Retail chain
size

Smaller charity
(1-20 shops)
Medium charity
(21-100 shops)
Larger charity
(>100 shops)
Sample total

Donated
goods sales

Bought‑in
goods sales

Virtual
gift sales

94.6%

4.6%

0.8%

85.8%

6.3%

7.9%

65.6%

21.2%

13.2%

88.3%

7.4%

4.3%

Sample: 55 charities, representing 3,609 shops (smaller= 34, medium= 13,
larger= eight).

In terms of the sales mix of donated goods, some
charities have a bias towards certain categories,
but otherwise sales were relatively evenly spread
for all categories excluding ‘vintage, antiques
and collectibles’ which accounts for a larger
proportion of sales for a number of members. We
are unable to further develop this information due
to sample size limitations.
We are also unable to report the breakdown of
online sales by website and related benchmarking
statistics due to sample size limitations. The same
applies to any related costs.
Biggest drivers of growth in online
sales over the last two years
50 respondents, representing 4,554 charity shops,
commented on the biggest drivers of online
sales growth over the last two years. As members
explained, receiving high-value donations on a
regular basis (including corporate donations for
some members), together with training staff to spot
unique/unusual items that are suitable for selling
online has been essential to drive their online
sales. Other main drivers of growth in online sales
were staff motivation and the engagement of shop
teams; although the latter was also reported as
one of the biggest challenges faced particularly by
members with a centralised operation.
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According to the Department for International
Trade, over two billion customers around
the world purchase goods online. Reaching
customers beyond their local charity shops has
provided members with the opportunity to get
the best price possible for high-value/unique
donations; and thereby, boost sales. For our
survey participants, the proportion of online sales
income that was made up of overseas sales in the
last financial year (2017/18) ranged from 0.10 per
cent, reported by a very small charity, to 33.3 per
cent, reported by a small charity; and the median
figure for the sample was ten per cent (sample: 17
charities, representing 1,690 shops).
Moreover, writing accurate product descriptions
(including clear sizing guidelines), and using
high‑resolution photos that can be zoomed in on
(particularly for items such as fine jewellery),
were deemed as essential to attract customers
and drive sales. While this requires more work
upfront, a customer that can see the product value
clearly outlined is more likely to pay for that value.
In addition, ensuring that customers understand
exactly what they will be receiving, reduces
return rates that arise from unmatched customer
expectations.
Another effective way to drive traffic to our
members’ online offerings has been social media
promotion and in-store marketing. The concepts
‘showrooming’ (i.e., shoppers browsing in-store and
buying online) and ‘webrooming’ (i.e., browsing
online and buying in-store) are the result of
changing shopping habits, and some medium and
larger charities have been taking steps to make
these new customer habits work in their favour.
Respondents also commented that building
customer trust through good seller rating and
positive customer reviews has significantly
contributed to boost their online sales over the
last two years. It was also mentioned that in order
to increase customer lifetime value, it is important
to ensure that the return policy and process are
positive experiences.
Sharing successes within the team and learning
from mistakes has also helped our members to
gain understanding on what sells, as well as where
and how to sell online. It is important that as
customer purchase journeys continue to evolve,
our members’ online selling tools have the ability
to evolve too. This involves being strategic about
where to invest to make the most of today’s buying

preferences. Many members, ranging in retail
chain size, highlighted that investing in capacity
building (e.g., volunteer recruitment for online
selling roles, specialist training for staff, updating
technology, etc.) has been necessary to be able to
increase their online product range and effectively
grow and sustain their online retail operation.
Online Sales Returns
30 charities, representing 2,045 shops, reported
the percentage of returns received on donated
goods in the last financial year (2017/18).
Responses ranged from no returns to a return
rate of 33 per cent; and the median figure for the
sample was 2.2 per cent.
16 charities, representing 2,269 shops, reported
the percentage of returns received on bought‑in
goods in the last financial year (2017/18).
Responses ranged from no returns to a return rate
of five per cent; and the median figure for the
sample was 0.4 per cent.
What is your return rate for online sales of
donated goods?
6

6

7

7

1

0%

> 0%-1%

>1%-3%

>3%-5%

>7%-10%

3
>10%

# number of charities. Sample: 30 charities, representing 2,045 shops
(very small= 12, small= four, medium= 11, large= one, very large= two).

What is your return rate for online sales of
bought-in goods?
6

5

3

2

0%

> 0%-1%

>1%-3%

>3%-5%

# number of charities. Sample: 16 charities, representing 2,269 shops (very
small= two, small= three, medium= seven, large= one, very large= three).

The two most common reasons for returns of
donated goods purchased online stem from the
item received being damaged or faulty; and
according to some respondents, handling these
issues is an ongoing challenge.
“The packaging is more than adequate for 99 per cent
of all journeys where normal knocks/tumbles/crushing
happen. Often there is evidence of mistreatment to
external box surfaces, suggesting mishandling on the
courier’s part”, medium charity.
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“In order not to pay return postage customers will (in
our opinion) often select damaged or defective as a
reason to return items”, medium charity.
Customer dissatisfaction due to the donated item
not matching the listing or not fitting, are also at
the top of the list of most common reasons for
online return. As mentioned earlier, providing
clear item descriptions, sizing guidelines and
quality imagery is essential to decrease the
percentage of returns arisen from unmatched
expectations.
Another common reason for returns of donated
goods is when the customer no longer needs the
item. This product return is usually beyond the
charity’s control.
The main reasons for return of bought‑in goods
purchased online are similar. However, returns
due to the buyer receiving the wrong item are
quite common in this category; whilst this is not
one of the main reasons to return donated goods.
Also, the descriptions in bought-in goods listings
seem to be less of an issue when it comes to online
returns in comparison with donated goods.
Top five reasons for returns of donated goods
sold online

1. The item has arrived damaged.
2. The item is defective or does not work.
3. The item doesn’t match the listing.
4. Incorrect size or does not fit.
5. Item no longer needed.
Sample: 26 charities, representing 2,159 shops (very small= nine,
small= four, medium= ten, very large= three).

Top five reasons for returns of bought-in goods
sold online

1. The item has arrived damaged.
2. Item no longer needed.
3. Incorrect size or does not fit.
4. Wrong item received.
5. The item is defective or does not work.
Sample: 26 charities, representing 2,159 shops (very small= nine,
small= four, medium= ten, very large= three).

Online returns remain a significant challenge not
only for our survey respondents but also for the
majority of retailers. In their report ‘Rethinking
returns’, the global returns management platform
ReBOUND predicts an increasing surge in the
number of returns made from online purchases
(sample: 1,000 UK adults). This outcome is
supported by the 2018 Omnichannel Study from
BigCommerce; which found that 53 per cent of
shoppers expect to return one out of every four
online purchases (sample: 2,959 adults living
in the UK, US, and Australia). The good news
is that, according to ReBOUND, there is scope
for a retailers’ returns process to become a main
driver for sales and brand loyalty if they get it
right. This research found that 35 per cent of
UK consumers think that retailers do not invest
enough in making the returns process easy for
them; and that younger shoppers are twice as
likely to stop shopping with a retailer if they are
dissatisfied with the return process than older
shoppers (sample: 1,000 UK adults). The study
further states that UK’s leading retailers have
only recently started to utilise a strong returns
proposition as a powerful tactic to develop
customer loyalty. However, this is an important
step considering that, in the survey on online UK
shoppers produced by JDA and Centiro, 63 per cent
of UK consumers said that the returns experience
factors into which retailers they chose to shop
with online (sample: 2,070 UK adults surveyed).
Besides, ‘the Evolution of Retail in the UK’ report
produced by CACI highlights that returns should
not be seen as negative but recognised as another
opportunity to engage with shoppers.
Online sales growth expectations for
the next year
89 per cent of respondents expect their online
sales to grow in 2018/19 and none of them
predicts a drop. Larger charities are the most
optimistic – all of them expect their online sales
to rise next year. Some respondents with 21 or
more shops further specified that they forecast
their donated online sales to at least double in
the next year; and those selling bought‑in goods
online expect a double-digit growth in this
category (sample: 55 members, representing 4,595
charity shops).
“If something looks like it can sell on eBay we try”,
very small charity.
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“We have increased staffing hours and have a
dedicated work space purely to grow and increase the
amount of online sales and platforms that we sell on”,
very small charity.

respondents ranged from values close to zero per
cent, reported by medium charities, to 44 per
cent, reported by a very small charity; and the
median figure for the sample is three per cent
(sample: 23 charities, representing 1,648 shops).

“We see this area [online selling] as having real
growth potential and increasing sales and income”,
medium charity.

32 charities, representing 1,729 shops, reported
the number of volunteers in online selling roles.
Five smaller and medium charities have no
volunteers in online selling roles.

“We have seen a healthy growth curve on our online
sales over the past three years, and expect this to
continue as we continue to invest”,
very large charity.

4. The online selling team
34 charities, representing 1,859 shops, told us
about the size of their online selling team. Five
smaller members’ online team is volunteer‑led.
Over half of respondents trading through one
website have either one or fewer full‑time
equivalent (FTE) paid staff working in their online
operation. Two in three respondents trading in
two or more online marketplaces have over one
FTE paid staff in online selling roles.
FTE paid staff in online selling roles
Retail chain size

Smaller charity
(1-20 shops)
Medium charity
(21-100 shops)
Larger charity
(>100 shops)
No. of websites
used to sell online

One website
Two websites
Three or more

Number of FTE paid staff
Min

Max

Median

0.25

14

1.0

0.5

5

1.5

4

72

4.3

Number of FTE paid staff
Min

Max

Median

0.3
0.5
1

3
9
72

1.0
2.0
1.5

Sample: 29 charities, representing 1,813 shops (smaller= 13, medium=
13, larger= three). Note: this table does not include charities with a
volunteer‑led online operation.

The proportion of FTE paid staff in online selling
roles out of the total number of FTE paid staff
in the charity retail operation for the individual
SPONSORED BY:

Volunteers (actuals) in online selling roles
Retail chain size

Smaller charity
(1-20 shops)
Medium and larger
charities (21 or
more shops)
No. of websites
used to sell online

One website
Two websites
Three or more

Number of volunteers
Min

Max

Median

1

10

5

1

40

9

Number of volunteers
Min

Max

Median

1
1
1

9
40
12

7
4
5

Sample: 27 charities, representing 1,622 shops (smaller= 14, medium and
larger= 13). Note: this table does not include charities with no volunteers in
online selling roles.

The proportion of volunteers in online selling
roles out of the total number of volunteers in
the charity retail operation for the individual
respondents ranged from values close to zero per
cent, reported by a very small and a very large
charities, to 20 per cent, reported by a medium
charity; and the median figure for the sample is
one per cent (sample: 20 charities, representing
1,431 shops).
The average number of hours worked in the
online retail operation per volunteer per week for
the individual respondents ranged from one hour
to over 20 hours; and the median is five hours
per volunteer per week (sample: 29 charities,
representing 1,641 shops).
Online selling training
Just over half of respondents provide specific
training on online selling to paid staff and/
or volunteers involved in their online retail
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operation; and paid staff and volunteers in two out
of five charities are learning about selling online
on the job, following a ‘sink or swim’ approach
(sample: 39 charities, representing 3,230 shops).
Our members are providing the following specific
training on online selling:
• Computer skills;
• Listing content and photography standards;
• Item identification and research techniques;
• Despatch standards (including warehouse
functions and health and safety); and/or
• Online customer service.
“[Our online selling training includes:] how to
photograph, list, describe and sell an item; responding
to messages/queries, [including] the tone of voice
used for customer service; policies and procedures
related to online selling and trading standards; [and]
capturing Gift Aid for donated items sold online”,
very small charity.
“[Our online selling training includes:] one-sheet
handouts on item identification and research
techniques, information posters on what has been
selling well recently, [and] email instructions and
posters on how to bring items to Online Shops
Department’s attention”, medium charity.
“Training is provided by the E-commerce Manager;
teaching staff and volunteers the whole process from
receiving the item to after sales customer service”,
medium charity.
“[We provide an] induction [to online selling],
including product knowledge and listing; [and]
training around warehouse functions and H&S,
including use of pallet truck, etc.”,
very large charity.
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